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Add a jump ring to each of the ear wires and set aside

Add a jump ring to one of the loops of the small flower spacer, then add another jump ring to the loop on the opposite side 
of the first one and set aside

Slide the following onto one of the headpins:
 a. 2mm Druk
 b. 8x6 Lapis Cube
 c. 2mm Druk

Make a simple loop.

Repeat steps 3 and 4 to make a 2nd dangle

Attach the dangles onto two loops on the large flower spacer keeping one open loop open in between. (this is for the 
bottom part of the earring)

Slide the following onto one of the headpins:
 a. 2mm Druk
 b. 8x6 Lapis Cube
 c. 2mm Druk

Make a simple loop

Attach this dangle to the middle loop you left open in step 6. You should now have 3 dangles, all next to each other, with 
the one in the middle having the 2 Druks at the top

Cut the ball off one of the headpins and make a simple loop

Slide the following onto the headpin (now an eyepin):
 a. 2mm Druk
 b. 8x6 Lapis Cube
 c. 2mm Druk

Tool Suggestions:
-Chain Nose Pliers
-Round Nose Pliers
-Flush Cutter
-Bent Chain Nose Pliers

DIY0123 DIY Lapis Princess Shoulder Duster Earrings 

Components List

(1) A021468 - 14mm Silver Plated Bali Style Large Flower Spacer

(1) A021467 - 10mm Silver Plated Bali Style Flower Spacer

(1) LAP8x6CU-TC-CD - Lapis 8x6 Table Cut Corner Drilled Cube-15-16 Inch

(1) Z010743 - 18mm Silver Plated Bali Style Hook Earrings

(1) A019697 - 2 Inch Silver Plated 21 Gauge Headpins with Ball Top

(1) Z011515 - 5mm Silver Plated 18 Gauge Round Jump Rings - 25 Pack 

(1) Z005699 - 2mm Silver Druk Czech Glass Beads

Directions:
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Make a simple loop

Repeat steps 10, 11, and 12 to make another double loop connector

Attach one of the double loop connectors to the top middle loop of the large flower spacer and attach the other end to one 
of the jumprings on the bottom of the small flower spacer

Attach the other double loop connector to the other jumpring on the top of the small flower spacer and then connect the 
other end to the jumpring on the earwire.

Repeat steps 2-15 to make the other earring


